A Verisk Analytics Business

DriverSafe® Plus
Effectively manage
driver-related risk across
your entire fleet with our
user-friendly web-based
analytics platform
Improving safety, maintaining compliance, and reducing your liability across
your roster of drivers is critical for the health of your business. Don’t rely on
a stack of spreadsheets to piece together what’s really going on.
DriverSafe® Plus is an easy-to-use interactive driver-riskmanagement platform that analyzes motor vehicle report (MVR)
data instantly — even for thousands of drivers. With a few clicks
of the mouse, you can perform tasks and run analyses that will
help you take appropriate actions to reduce driver liability —
before it causes real problems.
When you log in through our secure web portal, you get access
to tools that help you maintain compliance and a dashboard of
critical MVR metrics across all your accounts and locations. You
can even schedule MVR requests in advance, making it easier for
you to administer your compliance program.
With our dynamic filtering option, you can easily:
•	evaluate enterprisewide driver performance
• compare drivers by region or other key driver group attributes
• see detailed information on individual accounts or drivers
• order one, dozens, or hundreds of MVRs in seconds

Driving Decisions for Your Business

And with storage of MVRs and employee records, DriverSafe Plus
makes it easy to spot trends and identify high-risk drivers.
Easy-to-read visual analytics

You get focused risk management analysis presented in
easy-to-read color charts, graphs, and tables to highlight
driver risk factors of concern.
You’ll see:
•	a side-by-side comparison of a driver’s recent and
previous MVRs, with changes highlighted
•	a display of your company’s custom violation scoring
•	analysis of key driver data, including medical certificate
and driver’s license expiration, as well as license status,
class, and type
•	executive summary reports by month of all risk analysis
data with automatic archive

DriverSafe Plus
Interactive Reporting

See at a glance the driver information you need,
and drill down to the critical details for effective
management of your fleet. Features include:
DriverSafe score
• Your fleet classified with your scored risk scale
• Drivers in each classification band
• Details on individual drivers
• Violation library on individual drivers
License expiration
•	Drivers with expired licenses or number
of days until expiration
Driver’s last MVR
• During the past months or year — or never
Medical certificate expiration
• Number of days until expiration
Driver monitoring
• Drivers by state
License status
• Active and suspended/revoked licenses
Additional data, including license type,
driver age, tenure, and body mass index (BMI)

For more information about
DriverSafe Plus
Call us at 1-800-683-8553 and choose
option 2 for Sales, or send e-mail to
information@iiX.com.

About iiX
A Verisk Analytics (Nasdaq:VRSK) business, iiX is a premier provider
of motor vehicle reports (MVRs), employment screening services,
and underwriting reports. For more information, visit www.iix.com.
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